
                 

      

SuperGP – Round 7 Race Report Dezzi Raceway  - 19th September 2015 

Welcome to ETR Performance Yamaha Round 7 Final Race Report 

Round 7 was the final round in the Super Superbike Championship and was held at the picturesque 

Dezzi Raceway, which is situated in the sleepy resort town of Port Shepstone. 

Dezzi is not a well known circuit as it has only recently been granted an MSA License and there has 

been very little testing done at this track – with it being so new. 

 

Picturesque view from Turn 2 at Dezzi 

So this was going to be a baptism of fire for all riders – and some riders enjoyed the track and others 

not. The riders comments reverberated were similar to those made at the opening of the Red Star 

facility – and today it is amongst one of the best circuits for Superbike racing.  

ETR predicts that the Dezzi Raceway will offer some very spectacular and close racing in the future. 

 



 

The “Infamous Cork Screw” which emulates Leguna Seca and has a five story elevation downwards 

 

A different view of the Dezzi circuit at Turn 3. Note the steep descending gradient 

For ETR Performance the weekend started off by arriving via Port Shepstone only to be greeted by 

cold and raining weather – which is not what we were expecting at all of the traditional warmer climes 

of Eastern coasts. 

Unfortunately for ETR Performance and fortunately for Mathew Scholtz, he was invited to ride at the 

Jerez, Spain circuit in place of the injured Yamaha Superstock rider.  



The invitation did clash with the current SuperGP calendar event but having it confirmed that there 

was no additional heat being added to the heat 2 lost at East London there was no realistic chance of 

winning the SuperGP Championship and therefore we released Mathew to attend and compete 

overseas on the Yamaha R1. As a matter of interest Mathew managed to finish in a top 12 position 

which is very good considering he has only had a few rounds on his new R1 here in SA. 

This final round therefore offered our young R6 charge Antony Shelley the opportunity to ride the 

vacated R1 left by Mathew. And Anthony rose to the occasion admirably by consistently being in the 

top 6 throughout the Free Practise sessions 

Finally Brandon took to the track, initially with intrepidation, and then as the laps went on he became 

more and more confident in both his machine and then more importantly, himself. Brandon was 

consistently in the top 5 throughout Free Practise and went on to Qualify 4th for the race and Anthony 

qualified 5th. 

Qualifying was a wet affair for both the Super600 and the SuperGP riders and the track also did not 

offer up much grip due to the fact that there was not much racing on the far end of the unused circuit 

– the Sectors 1 and 2 are used for the National Drifting series which has resulted in very good grip 

levels but leaving other part of the track “green”.  

The area that Crew Chief Ricky Morias had to balance was the gearing for both the R6 and the new 

R1. Even in Test mode the gearing is never properly balanced until race weekend as there is whole 

different focus to the riders. 

 

 

Yamaha Nashua pit layout for Dezzi. 



 

ETR Performance Yamaha Nashua team technician Brandon Heuckleman preparing the R1’s for 

Qualifying. 

In Race 1 Brandon managed a great pull off again with Clint in close attendance for the opening few 

corners. Local hero Jade Gutzeit also on a new “modified” R1, who also qualified on the front row also 

had a very good start along with Brandon. The first corner saw a bit of bumping and barging but Seller 

eventually came out tops with Gutzeit and Brent in close attendance. 

Unfortunately by Lap 4 Seller had built up a considerable lead over Harran and Gutzeit. Anthony by 

this stage had started getting used to the new R1 in race mode and started settling down behind 

Brandon and Harran. 

Anthony overtook his team mate Brandon and went on to claim his maiden SuperGP podium for 2015. 

Brandon came in a close and hard fought 4th ahead of the modified bike of Gutzeit, who by now had 

slipped further back into the clutches of Lance Isaacs. 

That is how Race 1 ended with Seller, Harran, Shelley and Goode in that order. 

Race 2 was pretty much the same which saw Race 1 winner Seller leading the way and Harran and 

Shelley coming in 2nd and 3rd respectively. Again a strong showing of the podiums for Yamaha. 

In the Super600 Blaze Baker, who had the benefit of Stephen Odendaal assisting him throughout Free 

Practises, thereby securing Pole and Odendaal 2nd. Anthony also secured a difficult qualifying position 

by ending up 6th on the grid for his two heats. 

Race 1 Anthony had a very good start and managed to carry his position into Turn 1 but unfortunately 

he was carrying a bit too much speed and ran a bit wide at Turn 2 and again opened the door for Adolf 

Boschoff to sneak through (a carbon copy of the Red Star Race 1 start). This dropped him back a few 

places down to 5th. Then Anthony put his head down and started picking his rivals off – one by one. 



Eventually Anthony managed to clear himself of all the other riders and started to hunt down Steven 

Odendaal on the other Yamaha R6.  

Both Adolf and Blaze had opened up a considerable lead so Anthony decided to err on the side of 

caution and go for at least a podium for Heat 1, which he managed to do by beating Stephen on the 

penultimate lap as a result of Odendaal crashing. 

Race 2 was a bad start for Anthony and he was unable to catch up with the leading pack. Each and 

every lap saw Anthony come on to the main straight with the rear tyre spinning up furiously resulting 

in zero traction. ETR Performance is still not sure if there was a specific tyre issue or if it was the tyre 

pressures having gone “up” for some inexplicable reason. Suffice to say Anthony used his better 

judgement and settled for a 4th position instead of throwing the bike away into the surrounding 

bushes. Anthony managed 3rd overall for the day on the Super600 and a 3rd for the day on the SuperGP 

– well done Anthony. 

All in all these were very good results but not one that ETR Performance was looking for.  

As this was the last race of the season all the riders did their best to bring the bikes home on a new 

circuit, damp cold conditions and already wrapped up championships. 

From the ETR Performance Team management we wish to personally thank our Sponsors, Technical 

Partners, Supporters and Fans for sticking with us through this very difficult year of racing. 

Unfortunately it is always very difficult to name individuals in these Race Reports due to the massive 

support ETR Performance has received throughout the year but we have to name a few people who 

went the extra mile for us and they are the following: 

 

A Huge thanks to all the support from our generous partners that make it 

possible for us to partake in the sport we love: 

PRIMARY SPONSORS 

Sponsor Comments 

 

Peter Wilkins and his team. Having spent the past three 

years rebuilding the Yamaha brand on the race circuits of 

SA, ETR Performance was finally rewarded with positive 

results once the new Yamaha R1’s were released thereby 

showing that we have the riders and the skills to achieve 

the results. There was difficult times at the start of the 

season but the Yamaha team always pulled through to 

assist us in many aspects. We do wish to say a Big Thanks 

Peter for believing and supporting us. 

 

 

Brent Gehlig and his team. ETR Performance thanks 

Nashua for their dedicated support given. ETR 

Performance also did the brand proud by supporting 

various Charitable events such as the Mandela Day and 

hosting one of their Safe Homes for abused children 

 

  



 

Sean Rosenberg and his team. Full Throttle when 

approached for assistance did not even hesitate once and 

at very short notice kitted all the riders out with complete 

Safety and Riding apparel such as: 

o Berik Race Leathers 

o Berik Race Gloves 

o Gearne Race Boots 

 

          Witbank 

Sid Farinha and his team. Dent Doctor unfortunately had 

the unenviable task of repairing and respraying our 

crashed fairings, often in record breaking time (if you can 

recall all three of our riders crashed at East London and 

we had a test session the following weekend – all 3 sets of 

fairings were sprayed and returned within 4 days). Further 

to this Dent Doctor assisted us with Transport and 

Logistics to away races 

 

Marc Giltrow and his team. The brand has been 

represented by ETR Performance for two years now and it 

has been a successful partnership for both parties. SBK 

Sunglasses also put their hand up and assisted the riders 

with Prize Money for podiums where they could assist 

 

PRIMARY TECHNICAL PARTNERS 

 

Racetec provided ETR Performance with some of the 

best exhaust systems on the market which were both 

performance enhancing and aesthetically well crafted 

 
 

 

AMP provided ETR Performance with RK Chains and 

some of the best and most trick oils and lubricants 

available such as Motul Oils and MoCool. They further 

sponsored our riders with the Top of the range Shoei 

Helmets. 

 
 

 

TRD Agencies provided ETR Performance the much 

needed electronic fuelling systems which enabled the 

Yamaha R1 and R6 to be competitive with these 

products. 

 

Emtek Accessories provided ETR Performance with the 

Tools in order to provide data acquisition and also the 

software to manage the riders performance’s using GPS 

based technology. 

 

TRD Motorcycles provided technical assistance through 

the input of its highly capable technician Martinus 

Lowings 

 

SUB AND JUNIOR PARTNERS INCLUDING INDIVIDUALS 

 

CazzMania headed by ex SuperSport Champion 

Christopher Leeson, provided ETR Performance with the 

professional pit panels which included the wrapping and 

branding for all our valued sponsors 

  



 

RideFast guru and ex SA Superbike and Supersport 

Champion Sheridan Morais provided ETR Performance 

with the requisite assistance to setup and develop the 

new Yamaha R1’s as a direct result of his International 

experience on the Yamaha M1 that he is campaigning in 

the World Endurance Championship 

 

iAdapt provided ETR Performance assistance with 

technology infrastructure and software to ensure the 

administration and logistics as well as hosting of each 

event. 

 

TrackDaze assisted ETR Performance with access to 

certain track events for the riders to get setup and much 

needed practise. 

 

TorqueSure provided ETR Performance with in transit 

cover for the goods as well as vehicle cover for the 

transporters. 

 

Hi-Tech Mag repairers provided ETR Performance with the 

technical backup for all the teams rim repairs and 

repainting in the vent of crashes. 

 

There were also individual’s that assisted the team in their private capacity and a shout out must go 

to the following individuals: 

• Ahmed Khan –for assistance with the use of his Sprinter Van for away races which assisted the 

team with Logistics 

• Paul Pinheiro – ETR Software Technician 

• Brandon Heuckleman – ETR Team Technician 

• Sheldon Scholstar – ETR Team Technician seconded by AMP Products 

• Yolanda and Helen Parsons – for all the hard work in catering and ensuring that the team and 

its riders, mechanics and guests were well fed and looked after during race weekends 

• Cliffie Coleman – ETR Team Logistics 

  



Ricky Morais – Crew Chief 

The 2015 race season started off with ETR Performance having to use the old Big Bang Yamaha’s as 

the much anticipated launch of the 2015 R1’s were delayed. ETR Performance managed to get through 

the first two rounds on these older models but not in the positions that we had hoped for. However 

considering how uncompetitive these bikes were we were pleased with our results none the less – 

especially given that the Anassis Race team were still allowed to use their 2014 specification Kawasaki 

ZX10’s. 

Upon receipt of the new bikes they were everything and more than we had hoped for. Suddenly ETR 

Performance was also able to match the best by double wins and multiple podiums which had eluded 

us since taking on the Yamaha project in 2013. ETR Performance had an awesome year representing 

the Yamaha and Nashua brand, for three years and one year, respectively, including all our Sponsors, 

Technical Partners and Supporters. 

 

Yamaha SA Peter Wilkins L with ETR Crew Chief Ricky Morais with Manufacturers Trophy and Title for 2015 

I would also like to give a personal congratulations to our Riders Mathew, Brandon and Anthony who 

never gave up even in the face of adversity and tribulations. 

Furthermore a real big shout out goes to my Team Technicians who ably assisted me throughout 

these past three years – Martinus; Paul; Scheldon; Brandon (the Prof) and Patrick.  

Finally the whole of the ETR Performance Team management, wish to thank MSA (SA) headed by 

Adrian Scholtz and his technical team Wayne Riddel and Richard shuttle, and GAS Motorsport headed 

by Stephen Watson supported by Tim cook and Greg Maloney for the extraordinary efforts in listening 

to the Teams, Riders and Sponsors and trying to make the Championship better for all. All we need 

now is a formula to bring the riders back to Nationals. 

Ciao from Ricky and we are hoping that 2016 will bring us even more success and reward now that the 

proof is in the pudding with the new bikes on board. 

 

Ricky Morais - Crew Chief and Partner (ETR Performance) 



SuperGP Rider – Brandon Goode #71 

Brandon finished the season in 5th position just behind Superbike veteran Lance Isaacs. 

 

Brandon going on to qualifying 4th on the grid. 
 

 

Brandon pushing his R1 to the limit at Turn 2 

  



SuperGP Rider – Anthony Shelley #74 

Anthony had his maiden double podium in SuperGP’s for 2015 

 

Anthony #74 pushing his R1 as hard as possible into Turn 2 

 

Anthony #74 on his way to qualifying 5th on the grid for SuperGP 

 



Super600 Rider – Anthony Shelley 

Anthony again showed his strength and focus in the Super600 series by claiming a 3rd overall  for the 

day.  

 

Anthony Shelley #74 -  ahead of eventual race winner Adolf Bschoff 

 
Anthony coming out of Turn 3 heading into the “Cork Screw”. 

 



Results Page: Sponsored by iAdapt and Emtek Racing. 

  2015        

  Superbike         

            

        Behind 

Place Name No TOTAL Leader Next 

1 Clinton Sellar 1 281 0 0 

2 Mathew Scholtz 20 204 77 77 

3 Brent Harran 77 188 93 16 

4 Lance Isaacs 38 175 106 13 

5 Brandon Goode 71 157 124 18 

6 Nicholas Kershaw 55 123 158 34 

7 Anthony Shelley 74 54 227 69 

8 Andre Calvert 9 27 254 27 

9 Garrick Vlok 64 20 261 7 

10 Johan Van Der Merwe 16 18 263 2 

11 Daryn Upton 661 0 281 18 

12 Kyran De Lange 49 0 281 0 

13 Sandra Stammova 511 0 281 0 

            

  No of Entries in Race   49     

 

  



 2015     

 Supersport     

      

    Behin
d 

 

Place Name No TOTAL Leader Next 

1 Steven Odendaal 1 256 0 0 

2 Michael White 58 206 50 50 

3 Adolf Boshoff 132 192 64 14 

4 Blaze Baker 51 172 84 20 

5 Nicole Van Aswegan 21 124 132 48 

6 Anthony Shelley 74 98 158 26 

7 Dylan Barnard 64 92 164 6 

8 Malcolm Rudman 82 62 194 30 

9 Allan-Jon Venter 39 61 195 1 

10 Ricky Lee Weare 34 58 198 3 

11 Darien Kayser 89 43 213 15 

12 Dorren Loureiro 120 41 215 2 

13 Corbin McCallum 20 25 231 16 

14 Sheridan Morais 32 25 231 0 

15 Jesse Boshoff 69 24 232 1 

16 Anthony Daniel Lessing 22 16 240 8 

17 Daryn Upton 120 16 240 0 

18 John Oliver 29 0 256 16 

      

 No of Entries in Race  69   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  
 


